
 

 

 

 

 

 

SOL ($50K) and entries for the all-expenses 

paid vacation will be hidden within 100 Thunder 

Totems. They will be unlocked after the Turtle Island NFT 

Collection is sold out.  

 

 

How to earn a Thunder Totem  

1) Earn points within Turtle Island NFT’s discord 

2) Top 100 point holders when the final Turtle Island NFT is sold will have 

a Thunder Totem assigned to their username and will receive a 

confirmation number. 

 



 

 

Which Thunder Totems 

contain what will be 

randomly selected on video 

the day they are unlocked 

with help from a Member of 

Owl Parliament!  

How to earn points 

Pts What Details 

5 Dedicate a post on social 

media to Turtle Island NFT 

Post can be made on Twitter, IG, or TikTok with #SolanaNFT 

#NFTCollection #NFTCommunity #SolanaNFTs #NFTs #NFT 

#TurtleIslandNFT 

5 Invite friends to join Turtle 

Island NFT Discord 

5x points for every friend who accepts your invitation and joins 

the discord  

10 Retweet Turtle Island NFT 

posts 

10x points for every post you retweet on Twitter – they can also 

be past tweets  

20 Complete a Tortoise Task Video or picture needs to be posted on Twitter and IG or TikTok 

with  

1) A description of the task completed and the number 

2) #TurtleIslandNFT @TurtleIslandNFT #SolanaNFT 

20 Upvote Turtle Island NFT  Any platform it is active on (Example: Magic Eden) 

50 Tortoise Task Members 25x points for every person you get to sign up as a Member to 

participate/complete Tortoise Tasks 

 

 

#1  ($10K SOL) and 7 entries 

#2  ($10K SOL) and 5 entries 

#3  ($5K), 1x Collab Turtle Island/400 

DRUMs NFT, and 2 entries 

https://turtleislandnft.squarespace.com/tasks


 

 

 

 

 

Tips 

1) Post in the Thunder Totem Channel what you’ve completed for points as 

you earn them so that our moderators can keep score  

2) Monitor Announcements as there will be bonus points  

3) Check out the Tortoise Tasks now to get ahead of the game. *You do not 

need to become a member if you are already part of our Discord!* 

4) Do not lose your confirmation number once it is assigned 

5) This year’s all-expenses paid vacation is to Tigh Na Mara Resort & Spa in 

Super Natural British Columbia. You will wake up to an ocean view, 

devour endless tapas in a treehouse, soak in the mineral pool, and enjoy 

luxury spa treatments with up to 3 other friends, lovers, or family! 

 

 

https://turtleislandnft.squarespace.com/tortoise-tasks

